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Solar-powered surface skimming is so 
ingenious that in recent years robots 
with this capability have carved out 
a new category for themselves in 
the pool cleaning industry. Surface 
cleaning is the ultimate key to a 
sparkling clean pool. Why? Because 
it prevents debris from sinking, 
which reduces algae and bacteria 
growth. That means less filtration and 
sanitization are required!

We propose that it’s time to 
#DitchTheNet forever. Introducing 
Ariel & Skimbot, two unique pool 
robots from Pivot Pool Products. With 
smart, multi-directional navigation 
systems, both solar-powered robots 
work hard devouring pesky debris of 
all sizes from pool surfaces.

When it’s #SwimTime, there’s 

no delay! Jump right in.

sick of
skimming?



we love happy 
customers! 

I love Ariel! I bought two 
- one for myself and one
for my client. I am a realtor
and I recommend these
to all of my pool owning
clients. She’s one awesome
invention. Great job!
- Craig Thorton



Layers of dust and debris that loom on 
a pool’s surface often discourage pool 
owners from jumping right in. When you 
#DitchTheNet for Ariel, it’s swim time 
whenever  you say it is.

Ariel is a solar-powered pool cleaning 
robot that skims the surface of your pool 
to remove all debris, including very fine 
particles like dirt, pollen, dust, and oil. 

Using obstruction sensors and 
independent steering, she navigates the 
surface of a pool to capture debris. 

Her mesh filter debris tray can filter down 
to 200 microns. When the basket is full, 
hoist Ariel out of the pool using her non-
slip handle, easily remove the debris tray 
and empty it.  

Ariel owners enjoy a net-free world, 
less bacteria and algae growth, and less 
filtration and sanitization needs. 

No cords and no attachments – just more 
swimming and less cleaning. 

essential 
clean pool 
technology. 

Fresh out of the box and 
raring to go! I think Ariel 
and I are going to get along 
swimmingly! - @bondauer

scan to watch

do her thing



Components of our bot

All pool owners have to do is 
press her power button and 
set her afloat. While you’re 
doing ‘better things,’ Ariel is 
operating all day to gobble up 
pesky debris before they have a 
chance to decay and sink. 

No
she doesn’t clean the

bottom
because she 
doesn’t need to.

Solar Panels
Collection
Tray

Navigation Lights

Front 
Paddlewheel

Split Rear 
Paddlewheels

Stationary Bumpers

Viewing
Window

Ergonomic
Non-Slip Handle

Control Panel
1a Power Button
1b Status On Indicator LED
1c Battery Charging Indicator LED

1a 1b
1c

Components



Skimbot is a solar-powered, app 
integrated pool cleaning robot 
that skims the surface of your 
pool to remove all debris. 

With obstruction sensors & 
independent steering, Skimbot 
intelligently covers the pool 
surfaces, avoiding getting stuck 
and seeing issues ahead of time 
to travel around.

The Skimbot App allows users to 
set unique cleaning scheduled 
and remotely operate her. 
Custom features that can be 
set in the app also include edge 
washing and debris cleaning, 
which takes care of those pesky 
debris that cling to the wall.

All pool owners have to do is 
press her power button and 

set her afloat, or use the app to 
power her up. While you’re off 
enjoying the good life, Skimbot 
is operating daily to gobble up 
pesky debris before they sink.

Her debris chamber is twice the 
size of a traditional inlet skimmer 
basket! When the basket is full, 
hoist Skimbot out of the pool, 
easily remove the debris tray with 
built-in flap to avoid spillage, and 
empty it.  

Skimbot owners love they get to 
#DitchTheNet with their robot 
benefiting them with a clean pool 
surface, sparkly water, and less 
santization & filtration needs. 

No cords or hoses – just more 
swimming and less cleaning. 

a pool cleaner 
to match the 
smartest of homes.

Turn 
on
Drop in
tan out

scan to watch

do her thing



a robotic body to love

Side paddle wheels that enable 
quick manuevering around 
objects, and multi-directional 
control in RC mode

Easy slide debris
tray with built-in
filter mesh

One-way flap
prevents debris
from backwashing

Convenient viewing
window that doubles as
a handle when placing
Skimbot back in the pool

Solar panels for daily operating 
and charging of on-board 
backup battery

Intuitive control-panel
with easy START/PAUSE

Obstruction sensors to 
see obstacles and enable 
avoidances techniques
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